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Abstract—The e-commerce era is witnessing a rapid increase
in online shopping activities and rising new arrivals of items on
e-commerce platforms every day. Identifying potential popular
items accurately is of great importance in creating commercial
value. Click-Through Rate (CTR) is a general indicator to eval-
uate item popularity. However, existing CTR prediction methods
fail in new arrivals prediction because they are confronted with
two main challenges: (1) sparse item features and missing item
statistics; (2) high time complexity of computing for all pairs
of users and items. To tackle the first challenge, we propose
a novel Adversarial Two-tower Neural Network (ATNN) model
for new arrivals CTR predictions by introducing an adversarial
network to a two-tower network. We design a generator and a
discriminator to better learn an item vector based on item profiles
without item statistics. Moreover, we introduce a Deep & Cross
Network (DCN) and a strategy of shared embeddings among
multiple tasks to accurately predict CTR for new arrivals. To
address the second challenge, we develop a strategy with an O(1)
time complexity for a new item’s popularity prediction. We first
construct a user group and learn its mean user vector in a time-
efficient manner. Then, an item’s popularity score is calculated
from its item vector along with the learned mean user vector,
which leads to a huge decrease in computational overhead. This
is the first work to introduce a generative adversarial network in
an optimized two-tower neural network to efficiently learn new
arrivals vectors and effectively make new arrivals predictions.
We implement ATNN and examine it on a large-scale real-world
dataset from one of the world’s largest e-commerce platforms,
“Tmall.com”. Empirical results show that ATNN is strongly
capable of learning item vectors from item profiles for CTR
predictions. We also deploy ATNN on “Tmall.com”. The online
A/B test illustrates that ATNN is superior over human expert
decisions in real-world applications. Furthermore, by introducing
multi-task learning technology, we extend ATNN to another
scenario, food delivery service, which is quite essential during the
particular period of the COVID-19 pandemic. Deployment on one
of the most popular food delivery platforms, “Ele.me”, showcases
that ATNN can be widely applied in various e-commerce services.
Both offline and online experimental results demonstrate that
ATNN can recognize attractive and welcoming new restaurants
that have higher Value per Page View (VpPV) and generate more
Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV).

Index Terms—E-commerce, New arrivals prediction, Click-
through rate prediction, Neural network, Generative adversarial
network, Cold-start, Food delivery.

Fig. 1. A tripartite win-win mechanism based on new arrivals prediction

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of e-commerce, online shopping
activities are surging. On a world-leading e-commerce plat-
form, there are tens of millions of items released on the market
every day. New arrivals prediction becomes a crucial task
in the e-commerce industry. All online shopping participants,
including sellers, buyers and platforms, benefit from accurate
predictions of new arrivals. Personalized recommendations of
new arrivals based on popularity estimates lead buyers to their
preferred items, which satisfies buyers’ desire for new arrivals
and enhances user experience. Meanwhile, sellers are willing
to provide more new items on this platform, because they
benefit from increasing transactions of new arrivals. The e-
commerce platform can also utilize the predicted popularity of
new arrivals to implement various marketing strategies. Figure
1 shows a tripartite win-win mechanism based on new arrivals
prediction.

Because there exists no general indicator to evaluate new
arrivals’ popularity, we adopt Click-Through Rate (CTR) as
a key indicator to reflect item popularity. CTR Prediction



is a regular task in e-commerce. Accurate CTR prediction
leads buyers to their preferred items to improve user shopping
experience, by reducing time for retrieving merchandise and
discovering items that they are potentially interested in but
unaware of. Items would be exposed to a group of potential
buyers more effectively, and thus more transactions are gener-
ated. Under such circumstances, both sellers’ sales volume and
platform’s Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV) would increase.

CTR prediction for new arrivals is a more challenging task
than that for existing items since it suffers from a cold-start
problem. We have no information about any user behaviors
on new items, and thus the item statistics information is
missing. Traditional methods focus on better utilization of
item profiles: finding “nearest neighbors” based on contents
for new arrivals, then making collaborative filtering predictions
and recommendations. However, these methods do not exploit
historical user-item interaction data when calculating item
similarities. They suffer from very sparse features and missing
interactive features.

To address the challenge of missing item statistics data,
inspired by Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [1], we
introduce a generator and a discriminator as an adversarial
component to a Two-tower Neural Network (TNN) structure
for better feature extraction. TNN consists of two neural
networks. One tower maps user features to user embeddings.
The other tower maps item features and historical user-item
interactions to item embeddings. The generator extracts in-
formation from item profiles into vectors such that they are
similar to the item vectors from the item tower’s encoder.
Besides, the discriminator aims to distinguish from two types
of item vectors, i.e., maximizing the difference between item
vectors obtained by the generator and the item encoder. The
proposed Adversarial Two-tower Neural Network (ATNN)
framework can be trained by two steps iteratively. The first step
is to obtain both user and item vectors from full features for
CTR predictions. The second step is to ensure that generated
item vectors from item profiles are similar to normal item
vectors. Inspired by transfer learning and multi-task learning,
we let two item embedding layers share their embeddings. This
strategy improves the feature extraction ability of the generator
for CTR prediction and accelerates training progress.

To better obtain high-level features, we introduce Deep
& Cross Network (DCN) [2] to the ATNN framework to
enhance the ability to extract user and item features by learning
explicit cross features of bounded-degree and traditional deep
representations jointly.

Directly obtaining all new arrivals’ popularity for a ranking
task is confronted with a challenge of high time complexity.
Typically, we need to construct samples of a Cartesian product
of all new arrivals and all users to perform overall CTR
prediction. However, it is not necessary to calculate the scores
of all user-item pairs for determining the item popularity. To
reduce the running time, we propose to learn and store a mean
user vector of a user group before the prediction stage. We
obtain one item’s popularity score from its item vector and
the stored mean user vector with only O(1) time complexity.

To examine ATNN, we design both offline and online ex-
periments on a large-scale dataset from “Tmall.com”. Offline
experiments are divided into two parts. The first mainly aims
to demonstrate the high generation ability of the adversarial
component in ATNN. We test the performance of personal-
ized CTR prediction compared with several popular methods
being used in industry. The second evaluates the new arrivals
prediction of ATNN by multiple business indicators, including
Item Page View (IPV), adding to favorite, sales volume, etc.
Furthermore, We deploy ATNN on one of the world-leading
e-commerce platforms, “Tmall.com”, to show its superiority
of new arrivals prediction over human expert decisions.

Moreover, in the view of the COVID-19 pandemic, food
delivery service becomes essential for daily life. The number
of applications from new offline restaurants for joining food
delivery platforms has increased unprecedentedly. We apply
ATNN to this novel online-to-offline (O2O) scenario to choose
attractive and welcoming restaurants by their popularity pre-
diction. Based on current business needs, we introduce multi-
task learning technology into ATNN to balance two evaluation
metrics, Value per Page View (VpPV) and GMV. We also
conduct both offline and online experiments. The experimental
results show that ATNN successfully selects good restaurants
that have higher VpPV and generate more GMV. In the
meantime, we take corporate social responsibility to battle
COVID-19.

We summarize the major contributions of this paper as
follows:

1) We propose a novel Adversarial Two-tower Neural
Network (ATNN) framework for new arrivals Click-
Through Rate (CTR) predictions by enhancing the fea-
ture extraction capability. An adversarial network with
a generator and a discriminator is developed to better
learn item vectors from only item profiles without item
statistics.

2) We design a Deep & Cross Network (DCN) and a
strategy of shared embeddings among multiple tasks in
the ATNN framework. The optimized ATNN model is
utilized towards better CTR prediction for new arrivals.

3) We develop a high-efficiency method with O(1) time
complexity for each new item’s popularity prediction.
This is achieved by computing one item’s popularity
score from its item vector and a pre-learned mean user
vector of a user group.

4) We show both offline and online results of our exper-
imental evaluation on a large-scale real-world dataset
from “Tmall.com”, which demonstrates the scalability
of our method and its superiority in both extracting item
vectors from sparse features and solving the task of new
arrivals prediction.

5) We extend the proposed ATNN model to another popular
scenario, food delivery service, by introducing multi-
task technology. Empirical results on “Ele.me” show a
kind solution to a cold-start problem in our food delivery
platform and indicate extensive commercial values of the
ATNN model.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we give a brief review of related work. Section III presents
our ATNN model. The experimental results are presented
in Section IV. Further application studies are provided in
Section V. Finally, we summarize the current work and suggest
directions for future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we briefly introduce some related work about
this paper in three aspects. First, we summarize the cold-start
challenge in e-commerce and its current solutions. Second, we
review popular methods for CTR prediction. Third, we revisit
the development of GAN.

A. Cold-start problems in e-commerce

Cold-start problem is a traditional but very challenging
task in recommender systems. There are two subproblems:
recommendation for new users and new items.

There are some studies to solve the new user cold-start
problem. An intuitive way is to let a new user get non-
personalized recommendations built on top-seller rankings.
Some models focus on exploiting side information, including
user attributes and user social networks, to mitigate the cold-
start problem. [3] defines a novel social collaborative filtering
framework that generalizes standard item-based collaborative
filtering to the cold-start recommendation setting. [4] proposes
a principled approach based on user multi-relational factoriza-
tion techniques. Feature mapping models are also used for
the cold-start problem, such as [5], which normally learns a
feature mapping between the side-information and one of the
latent feature representations.

The new arrivals cold-start problem is more challenging.
Unlike top-seller rankings recommendations, we cannot rec-
ommend “top-buyers” to new items. Meanwhile, we cannot
construct social networks for new items without user-item
interactive data. Classical content-based collaborative recom-
mendation [6] and its multiple extensions, such as [7] and [8],
are utilized to address the item cold-start problem. Recently,
a variety of active learning strategies are proposed to solve
this problem in the literature, such as [9] and [10]. However,
active learning still relies on a few user-item interactions to
train models. Under the real-world circumstances in industry,
e-commerce markets require to predict overall CTR for new
arrivals before they are released on the market. Active learning
is incompetent in this case.

B. CTR predictions

CTR prediction is a crucial task in e-commerce, which
guides users to click their favored items to increase trans-
actions on the platform and commercial values. Traditional
methods for this task is based on logistic regression, such
as traditional Logistic Regression (LR) [11], Follow-The-
Regularized-Leader (FTRL) [12], Large Scale Piece-wise Lin-
ear Model (LS-PLM) [13], etc. Because linear models are
weak for extracting sophisticated feature interactions, various

Factorization Machines (FMs) are proposed to improve CTR
prediction by better learning interaction features [14].

Due to its powerful nonlinear modeling capabilities, DNNs
are utilized for CTR prediction to automatically learn feature
representations and high-order feature interactions recently.
Two-tower structures are popular for CTR predictions. One
item tower encodes item vectors from item features; the other
user tower encodes user vectors from user features. Plenty
of research works are related to this two-tower structure,
such as [15], [16], etc. Deep & Cross Network (DCN) [2]
introduces a novel cross network that is more efficient in
learning certain bounded-degree feature interactions. Wide &
Deep network [17] jointly trains wide linear models and deep
neural networks to combine the benefits of memorization and
generalization for recommender systems. Neural Factorization
Machine (NFM) [18] is proposed for prediction under sparse
settings, which seamlessly combines the linearity of FM
in modeling second-order feature interactions and the non-
linearity of neural network in modeling higher-order feature
interactions. DeepFM [19] combines the power of factorization
machines for recommendation and deep learning for feature
learning in a new neural network architecture.

DNNs have been widely deployed in industrial applications.
YouTube uses a deep candidate generation model with a sep-
arate deep ranking model for personalized recommendations
[20]. Google introduces a large scale multi-objective ranking
system for recommending videos to watch next [21]. Alibaba
utilizes Deep Interest Network (DIN) to adaptively learn
the representations of user interests from historical behaviors
with respect to a certain advertisement by designing a local
activation unit [22] [23]. However, these models need complete
profiles of users and items, as well as user-item interactions,
and they are not designed for solving cold-start problems.

C. Generative adversarial network

GANs are a class of machine learning systems invented by
Goodfellow et al. in 2014 [1]. In a typical setting, GAN is
composed of two components: one is a generative network
G; the other is a discriminative network D. The generator G
generates samples from its distribution. The discriminator D
determines whether a sample is real data or generated data.
The training objective of a generative network is to increase
the error rate of the discriminative network. The discriminative
network learns to distinguish candidates produced by the
generator from the true data distribution. Both D and G are
trained by a minimax game.

GANs are widely used in image recognition tasks. Condi-
tional GANs are an extension of the GAN framework. For
example, Stacked Generative Adversarial Networks (Stack-
GANs) focus on improving the quality of the image condi-
tioned on text descriptions [24]. The Deep Convolutional Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN) is used to improve
GAN’s performance by adding new constraints and modifying
the CNN architecture [25]. GANs succeed in image super
resolution [26], image to image translation [27], face aging
[28] and video generation [29].



There are also some studies on GANs for information
retrieval. For example, IRGAN [30] uses a generative model
to learn to fit the relevance distribution over documents via
the signals from a discriminative model and the discriminative
model to exploit the unlabelled data selected by the generative
model to achieve a better estimation for document rank-
ing. Adversarial Personalized Ranking (APR) [31] enhances
the pairwise ranking method Bayesian Personalized Ranking
(BPR) by performing adversarial training. A general Minimax
Game based method for selective Transfer Learning (MGTL)
[32] is proposed for item recommendations by selecting high-
quality source data to improve the transferring ability among
different domains.

To predict popularity of new arrivals, we introduce a gener-
ative adversarial network in a two-tower network and utilize
item vectors explicitly obtained from the two-tower network
to enhance the generator’s ability of feature extraction. We
use item vectors obtained by the well-trained generator to
accurately predict CTR and popularity for new arrivals.

III. ADVERSARIAL TWO-TOWER NEURAL NETWORK

In this section, we first describe the problem of new arrivals
prediction. CTR is regarded as a crucial indicator of this
problem. Then we present our Adversarial Two-tower Neural
Network (ATNN) for ranking all new arrivals according to
their popularity in detail.

A. Problem description

We aim to solve the cold-start problem for predicting
popularity of new arrivals on e-commerce platforms. Since
there is no common evaluation for new arrivals popularity, we
use CTR prediction as a crucial task to solve this cold-start
problem. Before releasing new items on the market, we utilize
the model to make personalized recommendations according
to CTR predictions. Accurate CTR predictions lead buyers
to their preferred items, which satisfies buyers’ consumption
desire for new arrivals and enhances user experience. Mean-
while, sellers are willing to provide more new items on this
platform, because they benefit from the increasing number of
transactions for new arrivals.

Moreover, our main goal is to discover the potential popular
items among new arrivals. Nevertheless, it is difficult for a
model to evaluate the item popularity. We adopt that if one
item has high CTR for a majority of buyers, it should be
attractive with a high probability. Therefore, we extend our
model to obtain the popularity of new arrivals among all users
based on large-scale industrial data. This model enables to
obtain the popularity of new items before releasing them on
the market.

Specifically, we use item information of the first 30 days
since they are released on the market as training data. We
collect the statistics data of these items, including the number
of Page Views (PV), the number of Unique Visitors (UV),
series of user behaviors, such as clicking, adding to cart,
adding to favorite and purchasing. We also obtain item profiles
and user profiles as features of the training data. Item profiles

Fig. 2. A standard DNN model for pairwise user-item CTR prediction

contain seller information, product names, product images and
categories. User profiles consist of personal data, such as
user name, gender, location information, purchase preference,
purchase power ratings, etc. New arrivals only have item
profiles without item statistics information. Our goal is to rank
all new arrivals according to their popularity among all users
in the platform.

B. Two-tower neural network for ordinary pairwise user-item
CTR prediction

DNNs are widely utilized for ordinary CTR prediction
to automatically learn feature representations and high-order
feature interactions. Item vectors obtained by DNNs can be
used in various tasks, including popularity prediction for new
arrivals.

Figure 2 shows a standard DNN model for pairwise user-
item CTR prediction. It is a classical method that first concate-
nates an item embedding and a user embedding. We cannot
obtain item vector nor user vector by this model.

To explicitly capture item vectors for new item’s popularity
prediction, we construct a two-tower neural network shown in
Figure 3. The left tower extracts information from item profiles
and item statistics to achieve item vectors; the right tower
utilizes user profiles to get user vectors. We can explicitly
capture item vector and user vector by this two-tower DNN.
Obtained item vector and user vector can be utilized to
train other models and solve other tasks related to pairwise
CTR predictions. We use the obtained item vectors in our
proposed adversarial network to train a generator, which will
be described later.

We train the models by feeding each pair of one item and
one user to the network, including the detailed interactions
between every user-item pair. A sample of input is as follows:

[itemID, xi1, xi2, xi3, ..., userID, xu1, xu2, xu3, ..., y]

where itemID and userID are unique identifiers for each
item and user, xi and xu indicate features of an item and a
user, respectively, and y is the label for CTR prediction.



Fig. 3. A two-tower neural network for explicitly capturing item vector and
user vector in pairwise user-item CTR prediction

C. Adversarial two-tower neural network framework for new
arrivals CTR prediction

New arrivals CTR prediction differs from ordinary CTR
prediction due to the lack of user-item interactions. For newly
released items on the market, we usually have only a few
user behaviors on them compared with the ordinary scenario.
The data of clicking, adding to cart, adding to favorite and
purchasing are too sparse to train a neural network. In addition,
for new arrivals that have not been released on the market,
there is no item statistics data. All classical methods face the
challenge of missing item statistics information including PV,
UV and series of user behaviors.

Motivated by the idea of GANs, we design an item generator
and a discriminator for better learning item vectors from only
item profiles. As we mentioned above, an original two-tower
DNN model is able to achieve item vectors and user vectors,
because there is an explicit layer behind item encoder and user
encoder. We utilize the item vectors generated by the two-
tower network to enhance the generator’s ability of feature
extraction. The quality of the generated item vector and user
vector influences the precision of CTR prediction.

We propose to introduce an adversarial network in the two-
tower structure for CTR predictions and call the resulting
two-tower structure as Adversarial Two-tower Neural Network
(ATNN) framework. The ATNN structure is shown in Figure
4. The left part is the adversarial component to learn to
better extract item vectors using item profiles without any item
statistics.

The generator is designed to generate item vectors from
item profiles such that the generated item vectors are similar
to item vectors generated by the item encoder, which is learned
from both item profiles and item statistics. The discriminator
is designed to distinguish generated item vectors generated

by the item generator from item vectors generated by the
item encoder. The generator and discriminator play a minimax
game to improve their performance. The loss function of the
discriminator is based on the similarity between two types of
item vectors and is defined as Ls.

In addition, we use all item vectors generated by both the
generator and the encoder to train the CTR prediction model
in the framework. The loss function of the original two-tower
model for the CTR prediction task is defined as Li. The loss
function of CTR prediction between the generated item vectors
and user vectors is defined as Lg .

Li = −
1

N

N∑
i=1

(yi log ŷi + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi))

Lg = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

(
yi log ŷ

(g)
i + (1− yi) log(1− ŷ(g)i )

)
where yi ∈ {0, 1} is the label indicating whether the user
clicks the item according to the records of user behaviors,
ŷ ∈ (0, 1) is the label predicted based on the item vector and
the user vector, ŷ(g) ∈ (0, 1) is the label predicted based on
the generated item vector and the user vector and N is the
number of training samples.

We train this model by feeding each pair of one item and
one user to the network, including the detailed interactions be-
tween every user-item pair. We iteratively optimize ATNN by
reducing these three losses mentioned above. Both generation
ability and CTR prediction quality can be enhanced.

Deep & Cross Network (DCN) [2] is utilized in all gen-
erators and encoders in the framework. DCN introduces a
novel cross network that is more efficient in learning certain
bounded-degree feature interactions without manual feature
engineering. DCN explicitly applies feature crossing at each
layer and adds negligible extra complexity to the DNN model.
In e-commerce, there are plenty of high level features, e.g.,
item PV, seller PV and category PV. Manual feature engi-
neering usually considers 2-level or 3-level features. Utilizing
DCN can automatically obtain these bounded-degree features.
In Section IV, we design a controlled experiment to test
performance on both ordinary fully connected network and
DCN in our model.

Furthermore, inspired by transfer learning and multi-task
learning, we let two item embedding layers share their embed-
dings. The embedding layers map large-scale sparse features
to low-rank vectors, requiring a large number of input samples
to train a better model. Sharing features between embedding
layers improves the generator component’s ability for mapping
item profiles to vectors.

We summarize the training steps for ATNN in Algorithm 1.
In each iteration, we first optimize ATNN by the following

loss function:

Li(H(fi(Xi), fu(Xu)), y)

where Xi and Xu indicate features of one item and one user,
respectively, fi(Xi) and fu(Xu) indicate item vector and



Fig. 4. Adversarial two-tower DNN model for new arrivals CTR prediction in E-commerce

user vector obtained by the item encoder and user encoder,
respectively. H(·) function indicates CTR prediction score
between one item and one user.
Li uses logistic regression to evaluate the CTR predictions

from both item profiles and item statistics information, accord-
ing to given labels. In this step, we optimize CTR prediction
by using item tower and user tower.

Then, we optimize ATNN by the following loss function:

Lg(H(g(Xip), fu(Xu)), y) + λLs(S(g(Xip), fi(Xi)))

where Xip is the features of one item’s profiles, g(Xip) is the
generated item vector, λ is a weighting parameter to balance
two losses and S(·) function indicates the similarity between
a generated item vector and a normal item vector.
Lg uses logistic regression to evaluate the CTR predictions

from only item profiles information, according to given labels.
Ls uses the mean squared error as follows:

Ls(X) = mean((1− xi)2)

where Ls evaluates average similarity between generated item
vectors and normal item vectors. In this step, we minimize the
difference between generated item vector from the generator
and item vector from the item encoder.

D. Large-scale new arrivals popularity prediction based on
ATNN

We aim to discover potential popular new arrivals by rank-
ing all items by their popularity. However, there is no general
evaluation for rating items popularity. Based on a reasonable
assumption that if one item has a high CTR for a majority of
buyers, this product is very likely to be more attractive, we
can utilize ATNN to estimate new arrivals popularity.

However, using a pairwise user-item CTR prediction model
to achieve new arrivals popularity faces a critical challenge of
high time complexity. In practice, for ranking new arrivals, we
require to obtain all new arrivals popularity. In the prediction
step, we need to construct a Cartesian product of all new
arrivals and all users. Therefore, the time complexity of the
prediction stage is O(NU ∗NNA), where NNA indicates the



Input: user features Xu, item profile features Xip and
item statistics features Xis

Output: generated item vector Xg

1 Xi ← CONCAT(Xis,Xip)
2 for number of training iterations do
3 Update D by minimizing loss:

Li(H(fi(Xi), fu(Xu)), y);
4 Update G by minimizing loss:

Lg(H(G(Xip), fu(Xu)), y) +
λLs(S(G(Xip), fi(Xi)));

5 Xg ← G(Xip);
6 end
7 Note:
8 Li: ctr prediction loss between item vector G(Xi) and

user vector fu(Xu)
9 Lg: ctr prediction loss between generated item vector

G(Xip) and user vector fu(Xu)
10 Ls: similarity loss between generated item vector

G(Xip) and item vector fi(Xi)

Algorithm 1: ATNN Algorithm

number of new arrivals. In one of the largest e-commerce
platforms, there are hundreds of millions of existing users
and millions of items released on the market every day. An
O(NU ∗NNA) algorithm does not work in a real-world system,
especially in a world-leading e-commerce platform.

To rank new arrivals, it is unnecessary to obtain all pairs
of user-item CTR predictions. Instead, we select the top 20
million active users who prefer new arrivals and regard them
as a user group. We learn and store their mean user vector
at the training stage. When predicting one item’s popularity,
we only need to utilize the stored mean user vector to make
the prediction, which reduces the running time complexity for
one item from O(NU ) to O(1). Figure 5 shows the efficient
ATNN model for new arrivals popularity prediction.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We implement and evaluate our algorithm on a large-
scale dataset of a world-leading e-commerce company. In this
section, we design two offline experiments and one online
experiment. The first offline experiment aims to demonstrate
the high generation ability of the adversarial component in
ATNN. The second offline experiment evaluates the new
arrivals popularity prediction of ATNN by multiple business
indicators. The online experiment shows results of A/B test in
a real-world e-commerce.

A. Offline experiments on item generation ability of ATNN

In this experiment, we aim to demonstrate the high genera-
tion ability of the adversarial component in ATNN compared
with other popular methods.

1) Data description: We conduct the experiment on a
real-world dataset. There are 23,107,452 items, 4 million
users and 40 million user-item interactions in this large-scale
dataset. User profiles include personal data, location, purchase

Fig. 5. ATNN for new arrivals popularity prediction

preference, purchase power rating, etc. Item profiles contain
seller information, product name, product image, category, etc.
Item statistics include UV, PV, user behaviors among user-item
interactions, etc. The numbers of raw features of user profiles,
item profiles and item statistics are 19, 38 and 46, respectively.
We apportion the data into training and test sets, with an 80-20
split.

2) Compared algorithms: To the best of our knowledge,
no existing CTR prediction model utilizes an adversarial
component to generate item vectors in the case of missing
item statistics. Our baseline algorithms are as follows:

• Gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) [33]
• Two-tower neural network with fully connected layers

(TNN-FC)
• Two-tower neural network with deep & cross network

layers (TNN-DCN)
• Adversarial two-tower neural network (ATNN)

GBDT is a popular machine learning method for regres-
sion and classification problems in industrial applications. It
produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of
weak prediction models. TNN-FC is our baseline method.
TNN-DCN is tested to show whether DCN can improve the
prediction.

3) Experimental settings: Categorical features cannot be
fed into networks directly. We map these categorical fea-
tures to fixed-length vectors according to their numbers of
categories. For instance, user identifier, user occupation, user
category preference, item category and item sub-category are
pre-processed into 16, 8, 16, 6 and 16 dimensional vectors,
respectively. We use the same network structure for obtaining
generated item vector, item vector and user vector. The num-
bers of dimensions in DCN are 512, 256 and 128. The numbers



TABLE I
RESULTS OF OFFLINE EXPERIMENTS ON ITEM GENERATION ABILITY OF

ATNN

Model AUC for only
item profiles
(cold start
scenario)

AUC for
complete item
features (ideal
baseline)

Performance
degradation
due to missing
item statistics

GBDT 0.6149 0.6590 -6.69%
TNN-FC 0.5934 0.6048 -1.88%
TNN-DCN 0.6860 0.7169 -4.31%
ATNN 0.7121 0.7124 -0.04%

of dimensions for fully connected layers after DCN are 256,
256, 256 and 128. Therefore, the numbers of dimensions of
generated item vectors, item vectors and user vectors are all
128. Empirically, we set the weighting parameter λ as 0.1 in
our experiments.

4) Evaluation metrics: We use Area Under the Curve
(AUC) to evaluate CTR predictions. Higher AUC means better
predictions. However, in this experiment, we aim to evaluate
the feature extraction ability of the proposed ATNN. Better
predictions indicate a more powerful item generation ability.
Performance degradation due to missing item statistics is
defined as:

Performance degradation =
AUCprofile only − AUCcomplete

AUCcomplete

5) Experimental results and analysis: Table I summarizes
the experimental results. The following conclusions can be
drawn from the experimental results:

1) ATNN and TNN-DCN outperform GBDT and TNN-FC
in the traditional CTR prediction from complete item
features including both item profiles and item statistics.
Introducing DCN as a part of encoders in a two-tower
network can better extract bounded-degree features to
improve CTR prediction.

2) Performance decreases significantly for all three com-
pared algorithms in new arrivals CTR predictions, i.e.,
in the case of missing item statistics. Specifically, perfor-
mance degradations are −6.69%, −1.88% and −4.31%
for GBDT, TNN-FC and TNN-DCN, respectively.

3) The generator in ATNN has a strong ability to extract
item vectors from only item profiles. There is nearly
no performance degradation from using item vectors
obtained by the original item encoder and item vectors
obtained by the generator, for CTR predictions. This
experimental result demonstrates the high generation
ability of the adversarial component in ATNN.

B. Offline commercial value validations on new arrivals pop-
ularity prediction of ATNN

In this offline experiment, we introduce several key indi-
cators of e-commerce to evaluate the new arrivals popularity
prediction of ATNN and to validate its commercial value.

1) Data description and Experimental settings: Both the
dataset and the experimental settings, including network set-
tings and parameter settings, are the same as the previous
experiment. However, differing from pairwise user-item CTR
predictions, this experiment is designed to show the quality of
new arrivals popularity prediction. We first obtain popularity
scores for all new arrivals. Then we divide these new arrivals
into five groups to observe their performance in the first
30 days starting from the release day. Since there is no
general evaluation metrics for judging the item popularity, we
introduce some important business indicators in e-commerce
for evaluations.

2) Evaluation metrics: We utilize several business evalua-
tion metrics to present the quality of new arrivals popularity
predictions. Three indicators are listed as follows:

1) Item Page View (IPV): the number of requests for
viewing an item webpage. An item with a larger IPV
means that its item webpage has been watched for more
times.

2) Add to Favorite (AtF): the number of user behaviors
of adding the item to their favorite list. AtF explicitly
shows how many users like this item.

3) Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV): the prevailing eval-
uation metric in online retail to indicate a total sales
dollar value for merchandise.

The observation terms are set as 7 days, 14 days and 30
days. We calculate the average IPV, average AtF and average
GMV for each item group. Ideally, the higher-ranking group
should have larger IPV, AtF and GMV.

3) Experimental results and analysis: Table II summarizes
the experimental results in terms of IPV, AtF and GMV for 7-
day, 14-day and 30-day observation terms in five item groups,
which are divided by their predicted popularity.

We group new arrivals by their popularity scores. The first
group containing the top 20% predicted popular new arrivals
achieves the best performance among all three evaluation
metrics, i.e., IPV, AtF and GMV, for the first 7 days and
14-days on the market. All these business indicators present
a positive correlation with the popular scores predicted by
ATNN. This experiment result shows that the proposed ATNN
succeeds in the popularity prediction of new arrivals in e-
commerce.

C. Online experiments on new arrivals popularity prediction
of ATNN

We deploy ATNN in an e-commerce platform of a world-
leading Internet company. We design an online A/B test by
selecting 300 thousand potential popular new arrivals among
tens of millions of items to compare ATNN with manual
selections by experts. The average time for the first five
successful transactions is used to evaluate the popularity of
new arrivals. A new item is more attractive if it has five
successful transactions in a shorter time. The average time for
the first five successful transactions reflects the overall quality
of new arrival selections. Shorter average time means a better
prediction for new arrivals.



TABLE II
RESULTS OF OFFLINE COMMERCIAL VALUE VALIDATIONS ON NEW ARRIVALS POPULARITY PREDICTION OF ATNN

Popularity Ranking
(Top %)

7-day
IPV

14-day
IPV

30-day
IPV

7-day
AtF

14-day
AtF

30-day
AtF

7-day
GMV

14-day
GMV

30-day
GMV

0-20 63.94 132.24 199.30 1.06 2.19 3.46 51.40 110.50 226.32
20-40 42.95 92.43 148.06 0.70 1.50 2.49 28.84 63.63 147.35
40-60 39.09 81.65 135.23 0.60 1.26 2.23 41.63 91.74 240.46
60-80 21.65 45.10 77.44 0.37 0.72 1.28 16.68 35.58 91.55
80-100 16.20 32.43 53.81 0.27 0.55 0.92 13.34 27.85 73.14
Average 36.77 76.77 122.77 0.60 1.24 2.08 30.38 65.86 155.76

TABLE III
RESULTS OF ONLINE A/B TEST

Expert selection ATNN selection Improvement

10.47 days 9.72 days 7.16%

The experimental results of the online A/B test are shown in
Table III. The average time of the first five transactions of new
arrivals selected by experts is 10.47 days. Outperforming the
experts by 7.16%, our ATNN method not only improves the
popularity prediction of new arrivals but also reduces human
resources costs.

D. Deployments

ATNN has been deployed on Alibaba’s online real-time data
engine since August 2019. It is implemented in TensorFlow.
The real-time data engine can obtain user behaviors, including
clicking, adding to favorite, purchasing, etc. ATNN is capable
of calculating new arrivals’ popularity. Nowadays, two down-
stream applications benefit from ATNN’s predictions. One is
personalized search and recommendation, the other is smart
selection of items for promotions.

V. FURTHER APPLICATIONS

We introduce multi-task learning technology and extend the
ATNN model to a popular and essential scenario, food delivery
service, to solve the cold-start problem of new restaurants.
First, we describe the background and problem definition.
Then, we propose the extended ATNN model for the food
delivery scenario. Offline and online experimental settings and
results are included at the end of this section.

A. Background and problem description

The rapid spread of the novel coronavirus, COVID-19, has
raised alarm bells all over the world. To lower the risk of
COVID-19 exposure and spread, a large number of restaurants
and bars have suspended dine-in services and a lot of residents
choose to stay home and keep social distancing. The demand
for food delivery service has increased unprecedentedly.

Ele.me is an online-to-offline (O2O) catering and food
delivery platform. As part of Alibaba Group’s “New Retail”,
Ele.me had become the largest food delivery service in China
with a 53.4% market share by 2019. 1

1https://daxueconsulting.com/o2o-food-delivery-market-in-china/

During the battle period of COVID-19, tens of millions
of restaurants have applied to Ele.me for providing delivery
service on the platform. In order to try our best to ensure
consumer safety and food quality, we must manually review
the qualifications of each store, sign the contract and provide
support services. It is impossible to review all applicants
carefully in a short time. To create more commercial values,
a model is required to assist us with selecting the most
attractive and welcoming restaurants automatically, so that we
can provide services to these merchants as soon as possible.

The problem turns out to be very similar to the new
item’s popularity prediction in e-commerce because two main
challenges still exist: (1) sparse item features and missing item
statistics; (2) high time complexity of computing for all pairs
of users and items. Since all new applicants have not joined our
platform, we only have the basic features of these restaurants,
for instance, brands, locations, themes, cuisines, etc., without
any retail data. In addition, calculation on each pair of one
restaurant and one user is time-consuming and unnecessary for
predicting the popularity of a new merchant, because we have
tens of millions of new restaurants and hundreds of millions
of users. Motivated by this, we attempt to modify our ATNN
model to apply in the food delivery platform to solve the
problem of new restaurant’s popularity prediction.

Differing from choosing CTR prediction as a crucial task
for new arrivals popularity prediction in e-commerce, in our
real-world business scenario, Value per Page View (VpPV)
and Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV) are keys to increasing
business value. Unlike traditional online shopping, users tend
to make quick decisions when they select food. The number of
overall PVs in the food delivery platform should be much less
than typical e-commerce. Current traffic allocation methods
are difficult in creating more PVs. Based on the limited overall
PVs, VpPV is crucial for evaluating a new restaurant. Besides,
GMV is a general metric for measuring business value, which
directly indicates the market size. Therefore, we change the
training task from CTR prediction to VpPV prediction and
GMV prediction.

B. Extended ATNN model for the food delivery scenario

As an O2O service, food delivery is location sensitive. Users
often choose merchants close to them to keep food warm and
fresh. We divide users into different groups based on their
location information. Similar to Section III, we use mean



Fig. 6. Extended adversarial two-tower DNN model for new restaurant’s popularity prediction in food delivery service

user features to replace single-user features to reduce time
complexity.

To precisely predict new restaurant’s popularity based on
both VpPV and GMV aspects, we introduce multi-task learn-
ing technology in ATNN. Figure 6 shows the extended ATNN
model to solve the cold-start challenge for new restaurants in
a food delivery platform. By sharing networks, especially the
restaurant representation among multiple tasks, our model can
achieve better performance.

The loss functions for VpPV prediction task and GMV
prediction task are as follows:
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where y(GMV )
i is the GMV of restauranti, ŷ

(GMV )
i is the

GMV predicted based on the item vector and the mean
user vector, ŷ(g

′
)(GMV ) is the GMV predicted based on the

generated item vector and the mean user vector and N is the
number of training samples.

In each iteration, we first optimize ATNN by the following
loss function:

L(GMV )
r (H(fi(Xi), fu(Xu)), y

(GMV ))

+λ1 · L(V pPV )
r (H(fi(Xi), fu(Xu)), y

(V pPV ))

Then, we optimize ATNN by the following loss function:

L(GMV )

g′ (H(g(Xip), fu(Xu)), y
(GMV ))

+λ1 · L(V pPV )

g′ (H(fi(Xip), fu(Xu)), y
(V pPV ))

+λ2 · Ls(S(g(Xip), fi(Xi)))

where Xip is the features of one restaurant’s profiles, g(Xip)
is the generated item vector, λ1, λ2 are weighting parameters
to balance two losses and S(·) function indicates the similarity
between a generated item vector and a normal item vector.

We summarize the training steps for extended ATNN with
multi-task learning in Algorithm 2.

C. Experimental settings and results
We implement both offline and online experiments to test

extended ATNN in a food delivery scenario. Offline experi-
ments are designed to verify the effectiveness of our model
compared with other popular DNN models. Online experi-
ments are used for resolving real-world business to show that
our model outperforms human expert decisions in creating
business value.



Input: user group features Xu, restaurant profile
features Xip and restaurant statistics features
Xis

Output: generated vector Xg

1 Xi ← CONCAT(Xis,Xip)
2 for number of training iterations do
3 Update D by minimizing loss:

L(GMV )
r (H(fi(Xi), fu(Xu)), y

(GMV )) + λ1 ·
L(V pPV )
r (H(fi(Xi), fu(Xu)), y

(V pPV ));
4 Update G by minimizing loss:

L(GMV )

g′ (H(g(Xip), fu(Xu)), y
(GMV )) + λ1 ·

L(V pPV )

g′ (H(fi(Xi), fu(Xu)), y
(V pPV )) +

λ2Ls(S(G(Xip), fi(Xi)));
5 Xg ← G(Xip);
6 end
Algorithm 2: Extended ATNN Algorithm for New
Restaurant’s Popularity Prediction in Food Delivery

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF OFFLINE EXPERIMENTS FOR FOOD DELIVERY

Model VpPV (MAE) GMV (MAE)

TNN-DCN 0.077 1.445
ATNN 0.069 1.206

Improvement 10.4% 16.5%

1) Offline experiments: We utilize a dataset from “Ele.me”
containing 1.2 million new sign-up restaurants. VpPV and
GMV of the first 30-day upon sign-up are regarded as labels.
We apportion the data into training and test sets with an 80-
20 split. The features of restaurants include brands, locations,
themes, cuisines, the number of similar restaurants nearby,
overall VpPV, overall GMV, overall CTR, etc. The number
of dimensions of the restaurants after data preprocessing is
211. λ1 and λ2 are set as 100 and 10. The network structure
is the same as the previous ATNN model mentioned in Section
IV. In the O2O scenario, there are more categorical features
reducing the performance of GBDT. Previous experiments also
show that GBDT and TNN-FC are significantly weaker than
TNN-DCN. Therefore, we regard TNN-DCN as the compared
algorithm and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of VpPV and
GMV as the evaluation metrics.

Table IV shows the results of offline experiments for food
delivery. Compared with TNN-DCN, our ATNN model re-
duces the MAE of VpPV from 0.077 to 0.069 by 10.4% and
the MAE of GMV from 1.445 to 1.206 by 16.5%. Introducing
the adversarial network improves the accuracy of VpPV and
GMV predictions for new restaurants significantly.

2) Online experiments: In traditional food delivery plat-
form, we hire human experts to select competitive merchants
for sign-up. Benefiting from the accurate forecasts by ATNN,
we can filter tens of millions of new applications automatically.
During the online experiment, we compare ATNN to human
experts. Both ATNN and human experts select attractive and

TABLE V
RESULTS OF ONLINE EXPERIMENTS FOR FOOD DELIVERY

Source VpPV GMV

Human Experts 0.2656 191.23
ATNN 0.2872 219.33

Improvement 8.1% 14.7%

welcoming restaurants for sign-up in our business. Reviewing
the first 30-day performance of newly recruited restaurants
in this July, we regard actual VpPV and GMV as evaluation
metrics.

Table V shows the results of online experiments for food
delivery. Compared with human experts, our ATNN model
increases VpPV from 0.2656 to 0.2872 by 8.1% and GMV
from 191.23 to 219.33 by 14.7%. Reviewing this A/B test,
our ATNN model outperforms human experts on recruiting
new restaurants in creating more business value.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study a problem in e-commerce about
new arrivals prediction, which is widely existed. Because
there is no general indicator to evaluate new item popularity,
we introduce Click Through Rate (CTR) to indicate item
popularity. Existing CTR prediction models fail in new arrivals
CTR prediction because of the sparse interactive features and
missing item statistics. To tackle this challenge, we propose an
Adversarial Two-tower Neural Network (ATNN) framework,
which utilizes a novel adversarial component consisting of
a generator and a discriminator. The adversarial component
learns to better generate item vectors from only item profiles
for CTR prediction. Besides, we introduce Deep & Cross Net-
work (DCN) and shared embeddings in the ATNN framework.
Experimental results show that ATNN has a powerful ability to
generate item vectors from item profiles in CTR predictions.
Another challenge in new arrivals prediction lies in huge
overhead since pairwise computing between new arrivals and
hundreds of million users is computationally costly. To address
this problem, we construct a user group and store its mean user
vector before the prediction stage. To predict a new item, we
can obtain its popularity score from the item vector generated
by the item generator using item profiles and the mean user
vector stored in the system. This prediction step has only O(1)
time complexity. Extensive offline and online experimental
results on a large-scale e-commerce platform, “Tmall.com”,
validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our ATNN. In
addition, by introducing multi-task learning, we extend ATNN
to a food delivery platform, “Ele.me”, to accurately predict
VpPV and GMV of new restaurants.

There are several interesting problems to be investigated in
our future work:

• It will be very interesting and valuable to extend our
ATNN model to multiple online applications. Cold-start
challenge exists widely in various online services using
personalized recommendations or personalized informa-
tion retrievals. ATNN utilizes an adversarial network to



generate item vectors from only item profiles. Besides
in e-commerce, this strategy can be applied to other
scenarios, for example, movie recommendation.

• We can further group users by their preferences before
making new arrivals predictions. Different groups have
diverse preferences for different types of items. Introduc-
ing this information may further improve the accuracy of
new arrivals predictions.
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